A4 - Amsterdam

Schiphol-Southeast – available now Unique location just off the airport
apron. A total area of 200,000 m2 is now
available for development. Companies such as
Panalpina and Rhenus Logistics have already
opened facilities here.

A4 Zone West
High-end industrial estate (170 ha) for
logistics companies and related services.
The first plots of land in A4 Zone West
are expected to be allocated in 2013.

An efficient transport system allows for goods to be shipped
by air, road, rail and water. ACT offers a high-quality location
for a wide range of companies in the logistics sector and
related industries. ACT consists of three business parks and
the Geniepark. This park, located on both sides of an existing
world heritage site, serves as ACT’s green recreational heart.
Schiphol Logistics Park – available now The ideal location within ACT for largescale, airport-oriented activities. Plots at
SLP-East (24 ha) are available now.

ACT is an initiative of the Province of North Holland, the municipality of Haarlemmermeer, Schiphol Area
Development Company (SADC) and Schiphol Group.

A4 - Rotterdam
The Hague

P.O. Box 75700
1118 ZT Schiphol
The Netherlands
+31 (0)20 - 20 666 40
info@actbeyondlogistics.nl
www.actbeyondlogistics.nl

ACT, Amsterdam Connecting Trade, is Europe’s most innovative
and sustainable logistics hub, located south of Amsterdam
Airport Schiphol near the city centre. The development
of ACT is based on an ambitious vision of growth for the
Schiphol region, with a focus on accessibility and liveability.
An integral approach helps ensure state-of-the-art
infrastructure, sustainable buildings and spatial features,
a highly appealing atmosphere and a varied range of
functions and activities.

Fast, eff icient and reliable for your cargo
A new transport system facilitating
the transport of goods by road, rail,
air and water will ensure optimum
accessibility for ACT. By air, ACT
serves the entire globe. Modern
customs facilities ensure the efficient
handling of cargo and goods.
A water terminal allows for goods
to be shipped on to other locations

via Europe’s inland shipping routes.
By road, ACT provides the fastest
connections into Europe. A Seamless
Logistics Link for cargo traffic offers
direct access to airside. By rail, the
high-speed link (HSL) allows fast and
reliable freight transport throughout Europe.

Seamless Logistics Link

High-speed railway link (HST Cargo)

Logistics in the sustainable sense

The Seamless Logistics Link offers fast and direct access

ACT facilitates the transport of express goods, flowers and

Within the context of growing global concern over our natural

to the airport apron for freight carriers transporting goods

perishables via the high-speed railway link to economic

and residential environment, sustainability is becoming an

to and from Amsterdam Airport Schiphol. This free truck

centres and logistics hubs throughout Europe. In doing

ever more important concept in the development of business

lane connects the airside part of the airport to the planned

so, ACT will be providing an environmentally friendly alter-

parks. Sustainable solutions are key to the design of new

terminals, as well as to ACT’s three business parks. ACT

native to freight transport by road or air. A collaborative

buildings, as well as to the development of the ACT area

is also working to connect the Aalsmeer Flower Auction to

alliance known as Euro Carex – involving cooperation with

as a whole. Our ambitions in the area of spatial planning,

the Seamless Logistics Link. A safe parking area and buffer

France (Paris, Lyon), Belgium (Liège) and Great Britain

energy & raw materials and space & mobility have been trans-

zone for trucks coming to and from the airport will also be

(Eurotunnel, London) – is currently working to create an

lated into a range of sustainable measures that have been

developed.

extensive European HSL cargo transport network. If all

applied to the various business parks. The Cradle-to-Cradle

goes according to plan, the first cargo shipments should be

philosophy – the concept of closed cycles – served as the

transported over the HSL network by 2015.

basis for developing these measures. ACT’s use of multimodal
solutions furthermore safeguards a sustainable supply chain.

Where cargo meets know-how

Act business locations

ACT goes one step further than ‘traditional’ logistics by

A4 Zone West

Schiphol Logistics Park

offering logistics enterprises an arena for mutual support

A 170-hectare business location for logistics and related

The ideal location within ACT for large-scale, airport-oriented

and reinforcement. ACT’s business parks can accommodate

activities, such as marketing, education and showrooms.

activity of a high quality standard. SLP consists of a western

a wide array of different logistics activities, as well as related

Located west of the A4 motorway and close to the planned

(21 ha) and eastern section (24 ha). Located to the east of the

services such as marketing, research and training. Education

rail terminal. The area will be designed to offer a sustainable

A4 motorway at just five minutes from Schiphol-Centre. Plots

also plays a key role at ACT, with the aim of training qualified

environment, with an appealing atmosphere and plenty of

at SLP-East are now for sale.

logistics staff. A good example of this is the Trade Boulevard

space for interaction and leisure. The first plots of land in

planned for A4 Zone West. The Trade Boulevard will offer

A4 Zone West are expected to be allocated in 2013.

Schiphol-Southeast

space for offices and storage alongside catering facilities,

This area boasts a unique position adjacent to the airport

a hotel, a training centre and showrooms. This is how ACT

apron, combined with relevant air cargo operations and

brings knowledge, goods and people together.

services, efficient goods handling and state-of-the-art

beyond logistics

customs facilities. In all, 200,000 m2 are available for
immediate development. World-class businesses such
as Ceva Logistics, Panalpina and Rhenus Logistics have
already opened facilities here.

